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Words from the Chairman, Bryan Coode
We are always excited about Spring, and at the
hatchery we can never precisely predict the start
of the hatching season. Depending on the winter
temperatures, our first hatchlings can arrive in
February (if we have had warmer waters) or
March, sometimes April (if we have had cold
waters). This year, we started to see the first
hatchlings on the 1st March. A busy day for us, as
we supported the second Big Run with over 400
competitors running down the Camel Trail in 3
races. 60 volunteers gave up their Sunday to
support the event, a total of £5,000 was raised
for The National Lobster Hatchery. We are very
grateful to Sarah Coates our Events Co-ordinator
who put it all together.
What’s on the horizon for 2015. Well, Dr Carly
Daniels is busy putting together a follow on bid to
set up a pilot scale sea-based container culture
site so that the innovations developed in ‘Lobster
Grower 1’ can be tested, further innovation
examined and a bio-economic model developed.
Charlie Ellis is nearing completion of his PhD and CEFAS, UoE and the NLH have just
recruited for a new PhD project looking at ’Gut health in the European lobster using the
gut microbiome as a health marker in sea-based container culture’.
Buy one, set on free has taken off in the last year and we are working with some fabulous
sustainable minded organisations.
The charity released 54,553 juveniles last year. This makes the NLH the most successful
hatchery in Europe in 2015 and is by far the best year the charity has had. The lobsters
have been released, once again with the support and assistance of divers and fishermen.
Claude gets his Claws, our lovely lobster children’s book hits the shelves once again with
funding from Seachangers. The book was also featured in this years Fowey Festival in
May.
Make sure you join us for this years Big Swim in Port Isaac on 8th August 2015.
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Secrets of the Sea: 2. Shelter is everything
This is the second informal article on aspects of lobster life, by Dr Colin Bannister, who is
chairman of the Shellfish Association of Great Britain, an Emeritus scientist at the CEFAS
Laboratory in Lowestoft, and a member of the Scientific Committee of the NLH. These are his
views and opinions, and not the formal policies of the affiliated organisations.
This article addresses the tricky question of lobster survival. It discusses lobster biology and
behaviour, the benefits of hatchery releases, and some results from previous stocking trials.
An adult lobster is a hard-shelled creature with tough claws that can damage a competitor,
and also give your finger a sharp nip or a strong squeeze, as I found to my cost on my first trip
on a lobster boat! Clawed lobsters certainly appear capable in a fight, but mortal combat is
probably generally prevented by ritualised behaviour of the ‘touch, test, and retreat’ type. In
a crisis, however, if a lobster is attacked by a bigger predator, the jointed abdomen can flip
madly and propel a dramatic escape.
Despite their armour, lobsters have also evolved the habit of sheltering from enemies by
backing into crevices among boulders, or under overhanging reefs. There they keep watch,
visually and chemically, before emerging periodically to explore and feed, often, but not
always, at night. This fits with our knowledge that the best lobster catches usually occur near
hard ground. Shelter is certainly critical during the moult, when the old shell is cast and the
new shell is still soft, but the choice of shelter does need care, since conger eels can lurk in the
crevices too! Inshore, shelter may not prevent lobsters being battered by heavy storms, when
dead or moribund lobsters are sometimes washed up on the strandline, but fortunately this is
uncommon. The overall point is that adult lobsters have a body and patterns of behaviour
that strongly favour survival, as emphasised when almost every year the photo of at least one
barnacled ‘deep sea giant’ appears in the papers.
At the baby end of things, a new cycle of lobster life starts each summer, when feisty males
respond to the scent of ripe females that enter their territory to moult and then mate with
the male of their choice. After fertilising a soft-shelled female, and keeping guard while her
new shell hardens, the male probably moves on to another partner. The fertilised female
becomes a “berried hen”, extruding her eggs onto the swimmerets under the abdomen
where, blueberry-like, they are carried throughout the autumn and winter, when lobsters are
least active. The female egg mass usually contains 10,000 to 40,000+ eggs, depending on her
size.

Thousands of eggs glued to the
pleopods of a female lobster

Close up of lobster eggs. You can see
the eyes in each egg.
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The following summer, eggs hatch into first-stage larvae that rise to the surface, where they moult
and grow during two to four weeks adrift in the plankton. Although at risk from predators, lobster
larvae are fairly transparent, and may well be difficult to see. Also, in our waters, the chance of
interception by predators could be low because lobster larvae appear to be very sparse, especially
compared to those of the North American species, which is much more abundant. In American
waters, surface life ends when fourth-stage lobster larvae descend to dig galleries in the mud or
shell sand of the seabed, or crawl into crevices among stones and boulders. In the UK such shelterseeking behaviour was routinely observed when scientific divers released hatchery-reared
juveniles above the seabed, provided that the water was warmer than 8oC. Below 8oC, lobster
juveniles were too sluggish to reach shelter quickly, and were easily gobbled up by predators such
as wrasse.
Although the natural survival rate in the plankton is unknown, the advantage of a hatchery
programme is that reared juveniles can be released directly onto lobster habitat, thus bypassing the planktonic phase. From then on, shelter is a primary feature of lobster life, and for
another two or three years growing lobsters are rarely if ever seen outside their shelters, until
they reach the more adventurous sizes that first appear in lobster pots (50-60 mm carapace
length). The survival of adolescent lobsters could therefore be good, an idea that is consistent
with the figure of 10,000-40,000 lobster eggs per female. This is very modest compared to, for
example, the edible crab (0.5-3.5 million per female), and many fish species (hundreds of
thousands to millions per female), whose eggs are broadcast far and wide. If egg production
has evolved to compensate for the average life-time death rate of the species, modest egg
production would be consistent with a low death rate (i.e. survival is high).
Lobster release Isles of Scilly
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A precise figure for survival rate of hatchery reared juveniles in the wild is unavailable, despite
efforts of previous UK lobster stocking trials conducted between 1983 and 1990. These studies
released 93,000 tagged hatchery juveniles to the natural lobster stock on grounds at Orkney,
Argyll, Aberystwyth, and Bridlington. From field data collected between 1985 to 1993 over
1400 tagged lobsters were later recovered from these fisheries, including recaptures that had
survived up to 9 years. These were the first results to encourage belief that re-stocking had a
future1. As a proportion of the numbers released, however, the recovery rate of tagged lobsters
from the fisheries was low (1-2%) because only a portion of the fishery landings could be
sampled each year and fishing effort did not necessarily focus on individual release sites.
Therefore the number recaptured is almost certainly an underestimate of the survival on the
ground, which definitely requires more rigorous study, preferably using future hatchery
releases in Cornwall by The National Lobster Hatchery using genetic markers currently being
investigated by hatchery researcher Charlie Ellis2.
1. Bannister & Addison, 1998. Bulletin of Marine Science 62(2), pp 369-387
2. Ellis et al, 2014. ICES Journal of Marine Science; doi:10.1093/icesjms/fsu196)
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Corporate Membership
The NLH is looking for forward-thinking, ethical
businesses to join our Corporate Membership
scheme for 2015/2016. As a Corporate Member you will be providing valuable support for the charity’s work, while at the
same time receiving some wonderful benefits for your own business. We have three Membership packages available so you
can choose whichever benefits suit you and your company best. If your brand wishes to showcase it’s ethical and
sustainable credentials and communicate that you are doing your bit to help ‘put something back’ and help safeguard our
living marine resources, please do get in touch with Clare Stanley (clare@nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk) . It’s a fantastic
way to fulfil CSR responsibilities and you will be making a significant impact on the charity’s ability to deliver its key outputs.
Please get in touch to find out more, we would love to have you on board!

Buy one, Set one Free
We wanted to highlight an
incredible example of how to
implement ‘Buy one, set one
free’ to its maximum potential.
Matthew Sankey, owner of
Sankeys Pub, Seafood Brasserie
& Oyster Bar in Royal Tunbridge
Wells is our founder restaurant
supporter and has raised a jaw
dropping £20,000 for the NLH,
through ‘Buy one, set one free’.
Sankey’s have delivered ongoing
support for the charity’s work in
this way for over 6 years and as
a result they have provided the
charity with a much needed
regular source of reliable
revenue. This is exactly what the
NLH so desperately needs to
enable us to continue and
advance our work. It’s such a
wonderful example of helping
us to help you!
Last year was a particularly
successful year, following
Matthew’s brilliant idea to hold a ‘Night with the Lobstars’ starring our very own
‘Lobster Experts’ Dr Carly Daniels and PhD student Charlie Ellis. The night was a huge
success, raising further significant funds for the charity on top of their ongoing BOSOF
donations. We really cannot thank Matthew, his team and all who dine at his
restaurant enough. Their dedication and brilliant execution of this fundraising scheme
is an inspiring example to all seafood restaurants and suppliers out there.
Buy One, Set One Free is already proving to be a very successful scheme that benefits
all parties involved. We are delighted to be working with the following forward
thinking sustainably minded organisations. To join them and help do your bit to
safeguard our seafood industry for future generations please contact
clare@nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk
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The Visitor Experience
Customer feedback on the visitor experience remains extremely positive with 85% of customers rating the value
for money as being excellent or good. 98% of our visitors now say that they have a better understanding of the
importance of a sustainable fishery following their visit and 93% say that they are more likely to purchase
seafood from a sustainable source. Negative comments are still mostly focusing around the small size of the
visitor experience. We have been working hard at the NLH to do something about this ……….
The charity has now been successful in getting planning permission granted to re-develop the existing visitor
centre. This will mean that the bulk of production will have to move to another site, it will allow the charity to
convert the space currently used for hatchery production into more visitor centre and therefore maximise
potential to educate the general public and ability to raise funds through the visitor centre. The charity is
currently putting together an application for planning to move the hatchery production to a new site further out
towards the mouth of the estuary.
We have just been awarded a Certificate of Excellence on Trip Advisor for 2015, this achievement is a direct
result of consistently great reviews from Trip Advisor travellers. Have your say.
Thanks to The Co-operative Community Fund we now have a new film in the Visitor Centre to bring the narrative
up to date of the work of the NLH. This video has been split into several short videos that are now available on
You tube to watch. Discover the lifecycle of a lobster and watch releases with divers and fishermen, hear from
the researchers themselves and their investigations underway at the NLH, hear from the Restauranteurs,
Fishmongers who support us through Buy One, Set One, Free and wise words from Monty Halls.
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‘European lobster stocking requires comprehensive impact
assessment to determine fishery benefits’ by Charlie Ellis
Charlie Ellis has just published an important scientific article in the ICES Journal of
Marine Science. The paper, entitled ‘European lobster stocking requires comprehensive
impact assessment to determine fishery benefits’, was co-authored with members of
the Hatchery staff and scientific advisory panel, and will appear in the journal's
issue highlighting key research from last year's 10th
International Conference and Workshop on the Biology and Management of Lobsters.
Charlie said of the publication, "It's great to have our research recognised for being of real
importance in the field of lobster fisheries conservation. The paper reviews the success of
lobster stocking to date, and summarises the key gaps which require resolution for
hatchery-based enhancement to have the maximum benefit to future stocks." Other
contributors to the paper are Dom Boothroyd and Dr Carly Daniels from the Hatchery, the
University of Exeter's Dr Amber Griffiths and Professor Dave Hodgson, and former CEFAS
Scientist Dr Colin Bannister, who oversaw the pioneering 1980's stocking work around
the UK, which provided the first evidence of hatchery-reared lobsters flourishing in the
wild. "Our paper highlights the need to develop methods to identify and monitor hatchery
-reared lobsters in the wild, so we hope it can provide important guidance to all
organisations stocking European lobsters over the coming years", said Charlie.
Abstract
Historically, hatcheries in Europe and North America attempted to contribute to the
conservation and enhancement of clawed lobster stocks, but lacked monitoring
programmes capable of assessing success. In the 1990s, this perspective was changed by
the results of restocking and stock enhancement experiments that inserted microwire
tags into hatchery-reared juvenile European lobsters (Homarus gammarus) before
release. This allowed recapture in sufficient numbers to prove that lobsters had survived
and recruited to the mature fishable stock. However, evidence of recruitment still failed
to answer key questions about the ultimate ecological and economic benefits. As a result,
a growing number of lobster stocking ventures remain hindered by a lack of clear
evidence of the effects of their stocking schemes. This review evaluates these
experiments and related studies on other fished species, summarizes key findings, and
identifies data and knowledge gaps. Although studies of fitness in cultured lobsters
provide some of the most encouraging results from the wider field of hatchery-based
stocking, the limitations of physical tagging technology have significantly hindered
appraisals of stocking impacts. We lack basic knowledge of lobster ecology and
population dynamics, especially among prerecruits, and of the impact of stocking on wild
lobster population genetics. We advocate the use of genetic methods to further our
understanding of population structure, rearing processes, and stocking success. We also
recommend that more focused and comprehensive impact assessments are required to
provide a robust endorsement or rejection of stocking as a viable tool for the sustainable
management of lobster fisheries.
Ellis, C. D., Hodgson, D. J., Daniels, C. L., Boothroyd, D. P., Bannister, R. C. A., and Griffiths, A. G. F.
European lobster stocking requires comprehensive impact assessment to determine fishery
benefits. – ICES Journal of Marine Science

Illustration from Claude gets his Claws

New PhD ’Gut health in European lobsters – the gut microbiome as a health
marker in sea-based container culture (SBCC)’
Academic Supervisor: Dr Mark van der Giezen, Biosciences, Exeter
Industry Partners/Supervisors: Dr David Bass, Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture
Science (Cefas) and Dr Carly Daniels, The National Lobster Hatchery
We are proud to announce that Corey Holt has been awarded the studentship. Corey will start in
September. This multidisciplinary PhD project will combine environmental biology, microbiology,
parasitology, molecular biology, bioinformatics, genomics and whole animal biology, and provide
the student with excellent training for a research career.

Cornwall Wildlife Trust have launched a Cornwall Good Seafood Guide
A team of knowledgeable individuals have been working with
Cornwall Wildlife Trust to create a Cornish Good Seafood Guide.
General Manager Dom Boothroyd of the NLH has been part of the
advisory group and said “We will dedicate space in our Visitor Centre
to promote the Seafood Guide once it has been completed. It’s so
important that people know how they can make a difference by making
careful consumer decisions”. When you next visit your fishmonger, ask
them for their advice and make sure you leave with a sustainably caught
fish. We have the power to leave healthy seas for future generations.

www.cornwallgoodseafoodguide.org.uk

LOOKING FOR UNIQUE & ETHICAL WEDDING FAVOURS?

ADOPT A LOBSTER FOR ALL YOUR GUESTS
Getting married by the beach? Having a coastal themed wedding? Are
you planning an ethical wedding? Our Adopt a Lobster wedding favours
are very popular. Not only will all your guests have a lobster named after
them, we will release the lobsters back into the sea so they can have their
own wedding party on the sea floor! Thanks Allison Harper for sending in
a photo of your fantastic cake toppers; inspiration indeed.

Sea-Changers fund the print costs of Claude gets his claws
The NLH’s self-published children’s book ‘Claude gets his
Claws’ has been so successful that we ran out of stock just
before Christmas. We are delighted to have them back in
stock thanks to Sea-Changers who have funded the print costs
of the next 1,000 copies. That means even more money will
pay for baby lobsters to be raised and released back into the
wild!
Sarah Boothroyd, Author and member of the team at the NLH said, “As part of the
charities educational activities it was decided the hatchery needed an education resource
for our younger visitors, to explain what the NLH does. We decided to publish our own
children’s book and the profits then feed back into the stock enhancement programme.

In 2011 we finally had the finished product and it has proved to be a fantastic
educational resource that we hope will engage the next generation to be passionate
about the future of our oceans”.
The book follows Claude’s journey, a wild Cornish lobster, who starts life as an egg on
the underside of his mum’s tail with his 4,000 brothers and sisters. The mother lobster
gets caught in a lobster pot and brought to the National Lobster Hatchery where her
young can hatch away from predation and the baby lobsters are nurtured through the
most vulnerable stage of their life cycle and released back into the wild.
“The illustrations are absolutely beautiful and bring the story to life”.

BUY A COPY OF THE BOOK on the NLH website, Little Shop of Lobsters £5.99
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The Patrons’ Club
We are delighted to have launched the NLH’s brand new and exclusive ‘Patrons’ Club’
and to already welcome our first five new Patrons on board. We are grateful for your
commitment to the charity’s marine conservation, research and education work and
honoured to have you play such an important part in this pioneering project.
With plans to expand the Visitor Centre, build a new off-site hatchery with the
capacity to release 300,000 baby lobsters per year and undertake ground breaking
research that could create a completely new approach to culture – you couldn’t join
our team at a better time.
We are asking Patrons for annual donations of £250 or more and need forward
thinking individuals on board who can contribute to the long term future of the
charity’s work. As a Patron of the NLH you will be playing a very important role in
helping to create future safeguards for our living marine resources and coastal
communities.

You will also receive the following benefits:


A private tour of the NLH hatchery, including behind the scenes of our lobster
rearing facility and a talk from the NLH General Manager and/or our students
and researchers.



Your name and patronage displayed within the NLH visitor centre (optional).



Regular updates and insights into the work of the NLH and what your donations
are helping the charity to achieve.



Free unlimited entry into the hatchery for you and your family and 10% discount
on items from our ‘Little Shop of Lobsters’.



Priority invites to the charity’s events along with an exclusive invite to the
Annual NLH Patron’s Club social event, where you can meet and network with
fellow Patrons Club members, NLH researchers and influential partners.

See our website for further details.

Chairman Bryan Coode, Patron Baroness Wilcox, Mr Peter Crown OBE
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The Big Run 1st March 2015
A huge thank you to Sarah Coates and the team of 60 volunteers who gave up their Sunday
morning for over 400 runners to compete in this year’s Big Run. £5,000 has been raised for the
NLH. We were extremely lucky with the weather on the day, with the first spots of rain as the
last two runners came through the finish line.
Sarah Coates, said: “Sharp’s donated a free pint of delicious Cornish beer for each participant to
enjoy at the end of their chosen feat. What a perfect way to end an outdoor challenge! We’re so
happy to have over 400 runners take part this year.”
Little Run 5.5 miles—Male winner Aswin Paap - Female winner Joske Liefaaerd
Serious Run 11 miles—Male winner Justin Riteco 1 hr 19 mins—Female winner Lucy Cokes 1 hr 25 mins
Super Serious Run 17.3 miles—Male winner Pete Waumsley 1 hr 47 mins— Female winner Rachel Bunting
2 hrs 11 mins

Up coming Events
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 The Big Swim Cornwall 8th August 2015 www.thebigswimcornwall.co.uk
 Clovelly Lobster & Crab Feast 6th September 2015
 The Big River Race (Camel Estuary) 4th October 2015 swim 4 miles from Padstow to

Wadebridge with an option to run back! Details to follow, watch our Events page on our
website.

My favourite is the Seafood Lover
hamper, that comes with an
individual moules pot, seafood
crackers, a Trespass lobster bottle
opener keyring and a lobster print
tea towel.

Easter seemed a good a time as any,
to launch the Little Shop of Lobsters
hampers and Adopt a Lobster Gift
packs. Mostly £15 with a few
exceptions, you can delight any
member of the family or friends.

Sealife Mug Set

Cornish Sea Salt

Richard Bramble
Dipping Bowl set

HAMPERS

Seafood Lover

Cornish Goodies
Seafood Lover

Glass Buoy set

ADOPT A LOBSTER GIFT PACKS
You will receive an Adoption Certificate, an Annual Pass to the Visitor Centre,
regular e-newsletters, choose your gift option, all presented in a lobster gift box

With thanks to Idenna.com for their continued support for photography for our Little Shop of Lobsters

